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In a massive endorsement to architects 
across Northern Ireland, the ‘honorary’ 
Kevin McCloud recently referred to it as a 

“richly talented profession” that continually 
“punches above its weight” in terms of 
architecture. 
His statement was made at the recent RSUA 
Architecture Night 2016, held in October at 
the decommissioned Belfast Telegraph Print 
Works on Royal Avenue.  
Architecture in Northern Ireland is growing 
in momentum. Our cultural visitor centres 
and places of education are now taking 
their place as some of the best designed 
buildings globally. Northern Ireland’s 
manufacturing companies, with their 
incredible skills set and technical expertise, 
breathe life into buildings by allowing 
designs and concepts to come to reality 
right here in Northern Ireland.  
Design has gained momentum because 
architects know that they have this 
incredible team behind them. The Bernard 
Crossland Building (Queen’s University 
Computer Science Centre) uses 450 
multi-coloured glass panels to create an 
amazing external façade. The company 
responsible was GlasSeal in Ballynahinch, 
who manufactured each individual fin using 
a process few other companies in the UK or 
Ireland can offer.  
The stone mullions surrounding the Giant’s 
Causeway Visitor Centre were designed and 
manufactured by Kilkeel stone contractor, 

McConnell and Sons, who perfectly 
imitated the towering basalt columns of the 
volcanically formed Giant’s Causeway.
Inside the MAC arts centre in Belfast, you 
are transported to industrial-age Belfast 
due to the intricate building design 
and textures. It was Armoy company, 
K Henry Construction, who took on the 
complex manufacturing of a 15m-high 
feature, cast-in-situ concrete wall. The 
MAC is internationally renowned for its 
conceptualisation and design and this 
building has received a national RIBA Award 
for Best Overall Building.

SENSITIVE ARCHITECTURE 
Northern Ireland has gained a reputation 
for sensitivity in architecture by restoring 
amazing buildings, and giving them new life. 
This is especially evident in churches and 
historic buildings. 
Alongside construction company H&J 
Martin, Dungannon-based company, 
Glenford Engineering, took on the project 
of restoring feature trusses inside the 
Guildhall in L’Derry – a project presenting 
many structural challenges that were all able 
to be met here in Northern Ireland.
Again, this is evident in the restoration of 
the prestigious Lynn Building at Queen’s 
University Belfast - a project placed 
appropriately in the hands of Consarc 
Conservation, Belfast.  To preserve the 
unique architectural character of the 

building, Consarc, alongside Woodvale 
Construction in Omagh, sensitively restored 
the roof to its natural glory. Internally 
and externally it’s a stunning piece of 
architecture. 
  
EMBRACING CHANGE 
In terms of architecture, 2020 is passionate 
about designing buildings which are 
innovative and forward thinking. We place 
significant emphasis on educating the public 
in new ways of doing things and we love to 
see new concepts to fruition.   
On this point, 2020 Architects has installed 
a fully immersive Virtual Reality Suite in our 
office premises in Ballymoney – the first 
architect in Northern Ireland to do so. Using 
a VR headset, clients can stand in a photo-
realistic environment and look around, not 
on a screen, but in the same way they do 
in the real world. By transforming 3D CAD 
models into interactive walk-throughs, 
architects and clients can evaluate aesthetic 
and design alternatives in real time.
We are already finding this is bridging the 
gap between architects, manufacturing and 
construction companies, enabling design 
alternatives, specifications and decisions to 
be synchronised between all the relevant 
companies – saving time and money.     
For more information, telephone 
028 2766 7999, e-mail 
info@2020architects.co.uk or visit 
www.2020architects.co.uk

2020 DIRECTING PARTNER, MICHAEL HOWE, DISCUSSES HOW 
ARCHITECTS, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MANUFACTURING AND CRAFTSMEN 
ACROSS NORTHERN IRELAND, ARE SHAPING A NEW LANDSCAPE WITH 
THEIR INNOVATIVE IDEAS AND INITIATIVE…

Shaping a new landscape

Giant’s Causeway Visitor Centre.
The Bernard Crossland Computer Sciences Building 
at Queen’s University.

THIS HISTORIC ‘PEOPLE’S PARK’ IN THE HEART OF 
L’DERRY HAS BEEN RESTORED TO ITS FORMER GLORY 
AFTER A MAJOR REGENERATION PROJECT…

Brooke Park re-opens 
after multi-million- 
pound facelift

BROOKE PARK, DERRY

AN INTRODUCTION
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bronze specialist and sculptor, Ed Barton. He 
oversaw the removal of years of paintwork 
and restored the statue to its original 
splendour, a detailed job which took several 
days’ work on site. The existing iron-work 
gates and railings to the gatelodge were 
also painstakingly stripped of years of paint, 
repaired and re-erected to their original 
specification.
In addition, to mark the significance of the 
park in the city’s history, we buried a time 
capsule in the foundations of the pavilion 
building, with an on-site ceremony attended 
by the Lord Mayor.”

restoring the listed stone-built building and 
access gates at the Infirmary Road entrance 
to the park. Repairs to stone, roof, and 
windows and doors were undertaken on site, 
conserving the material that was originally 
used. Throughout the park, several hundred 
metres of bespoke fencing encapsulates the 
grounds.

CHALLENGES
“A big challenge on the project was the 
water discharge rate from the new storm 
drainage system,” said Paul Devine, Contract 
Manager on the project with main contractor, 
Woodvale Construction. “It was so onerous 
that large attenuation tanks were required to 
restrict flow rates entering the under-pressure 
storm system in the city. The problem here 
was not to interfere with the existing trees 
and their root structures. We worked with 
our design team to reconfigure a solution to 
enable us to place the tanks into the ground 
with minimal impact on the existing trees, 
which we did - and it worked very well.
“A second challenge was keeping the park 
pathways open, to enable the public to 
keep using the path whilst construction 
work was ongoing,” continued Paul. “We 
accommodated this by introducing some 
additional paths and fencing, and securing 

the existing pathways at the very outset of 
the project. Manned barriers were utilised to 
manage the pedestrian crossing points. 
“The site was 25 acres, which created 
challenges for our site management of the 
project. We sourced what was akin to a 
golf buggy for our management team to 
efficiently get around the site to keep an eye 
on operations, safety and quality!
“The weather proved to be another challenge 
and I would like to thank our Site Manager, 
Mickey McCann who motivated his team 
during one of the wettest summers on record, 
and who made everything happen on site 
with his strong work ethic.
“We understood that the project was a 
long time in its conception and we ensured 
that all our communication was out in the 
public domain, keeping the community 
informed about how things were going. The 
existing leisure centre on site was operating 
throughout the project duration, which also 
meant close collaboration. The historic value 
of the site was not lost on us either. We 
were aware of the park’s great history and 
were delighted to bring some of its best 
features back to life - such as the statue and 
metalwork throughout the park.
“The ‘Black Man’, as the locals refer to the 
statue, received a total make-over from our 

sheet system completing the building.
The works for the horticultural training 
centre involved traditional strip foundations, 
ground-bearing slab and an insulated 
blockwork envelope. Insulated single-roof 
membrane completed the roof structure. 
At the pavilion building, works consisted 
of piling through an existing basement 
structure from the previously demolished 
building, topped with pile caps and ground 
beams. A steel portal frame was wrapped in 
traditional blockwork, rendered to finish. A 
sedum roof finished the building envelope. 
A reinforced concrete oval shaped pond was 
constructed below the pavilion and fenced 
to mirror what had been there originally. It is 
surrounded by a bespoke cast fencing post 
and infill detail, with planted flower beds 
carefully arranged throughout the site.
The gate lodge works consisted of delicately 

The £5.6million regeneration of Brooke 
Park in L’Derry has brought a popular 
attraction back to life.

An historic landmark within the Maiden City, 
the eight-hectare public park was built in 
1901 and, thanks to the regeneration project 
(funded by Derry City and Strabane District 
Council, the Heritage Lottery Fun, and the 
Department of Social Development), it has 
now been transformed for future generations.
The project included the building of the 
Gwyn’s Pavilion Café on the site of the 
former Gwyn’s Institute, plus the restoration 
of the Brooke Park Portico Lodge and the 
former Victorian Oval Pond. The scheme also 
comprised an innovative play garden and 
walled garden, along with a horticulture and 
environment training centre, a new contact 
sport centre, and new 3G pitches, all set 
within a stunningly restored landscape.

The £5.6million revamp got underway in 
January, 2015 after the council appointed 
Woodvale Construction to deliver the 
regeneration project, and MWA Landscape 
Architects to design the layout.
Woodvale Construction had four building 
structures on site – the contact sports 
centre, horticultural training centre, pavilion 
building, and gatelodge.
The works for the contact sports centre 
involved under-pinning an historic wall and 
building a 4m-high reinforced concrete 
retaining wall, before foundation works 
(consisting of pad and strip foundations) 
could start. 
A steel portal frame provided the skeleton 
of the building, which was wrapped with 
blockwork and timber cladding externally, 
and insulated. Internally, there is a 
blockwork finish, with an insulated roof 

VICTORIAN PARK OPENS THE NEXT CHAPTER IN ITS COLOURFUL HISTORY WITH STATE-
OF-THE-ART NEW LEISURE AND PLAY FACILITIES…

Brooke Park regeneration is child’s play 
for Woodvale Construction

BROOKE PARK, DERRY

OVERVIEW

“We were aware of the park’s great history and were delighted 
to bring some of its best features back to life.”

Project: Regeneration of Brooke 
Park, L’Derry

Client: Derry City and Strabane District 
Council

Value: £5.6million

Architect: MWA Landscape Architects and 
Hamilton Architects

Main Contractor: Woodvale Construction

M&E Contractor: Scott & Ewing

Project team…


